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00:34 to: kirstyes (UK)

Thanks for the welcome all - I'm now - need to multitask with some work and
perhaps pumpkin carving later ;o)
00:40 to: Sarah Bodell

hi
00:47 to: kirstyes (UK)

Afternoon.
00:58 to: Angela Hook

Hi Helena
01:03 to: Angela Hook

Hi Kirsty
01:07 to: Helena Culshaw

Ha ha. Have been covering the Chelsea buns and uploaded some for you on FB
01:09 to: Michèe Verdonck

hi kirtsty
01:27 to: Sarah Bodell

Andy rocks :-)
01:44 to: Sarah Bodell

oh, good
01:48 to: Sarah Bodell

Hello to James
02:00 to: Angela Hook

Thanks James
02:04 to: kirstyes (UK)

Hi Michele (sorry can't do the dash on the e)
02:07 to: Angela Hook

:-)
02:12 to: Sarah Bodell

You are welcome
02:21 to: Sarah Bodell

Hello Sarah hot
02:28 to: Helen OTUK

(y)
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02:42 to: Angela Hook

Hi Deborah
02:45 to: Sarah Bodell

Hello again Deborah :)
03:06 to: Deborah Haworth (OT Student University of Cumbria)

hi
03:11 to: Angela Hook

hi Brigitte
03:34 to: Angela Hook

Hi Susan
03:44 to: Brigitte Zaehringer (Erlangen, Germany)

Hi all ;-)
03:50 to: Louisa Hasseldine

Hi :)
04:41 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

ooh I've heard Sempik speak and have his book - must get around to reading it :)
05:57 to: Angela Hook

Hi Cathy
06:03 to: Sarah Bodell

hello Cathy
06:16 to: Brock Cook

is there a book u dont have Clarissa?
06:29 to: Cathy O (UK)

Hi again!
06:38 to: Helen OTUK

Hi Cathy
06:43 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

umm.. there's a couple.. :)
07:11 to: Gillian Crossley UK

clariss.. did you get the one we discussed at conf? lol
08:07 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

remind me which that was gill?
08:13 to: Gillian Crossley UK
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hahahaha
08:26 to: Sarah Bodell

hello KAtri
08:37 to: Sarah Bodell

hi Taru
08:55 to: Sarah Bodell

I have been to Pennine farm
08:59 to: Sarah Bodell

it's great
09:36 to: Katri Tarnanen

Hi taru vuolle!
09:46 to: Taru Vuolle

Hi Katri =)
09:47 to: kirstyes (UK)

Dr Paul Stevens from Bournemouth Uni is very interested in ecopsychology and
wellbeing and natural enviornment. He's moving to the OU soon - do you know him?
09:51 to: Sarah Bodell

Hello HH
10:01 to: HH

Hi Sarah!
10:17 to: Sarah Bodell

Kirsty, hold that thought
10:40 to: Paul Bibby

I haven't heard of Dr Stevens, Kirsty.
11:01 to: Paul Bibby

I'd be interested to get in touch.
11:03 to: Shannon

Is it possible to adjust the sound
11:13 to: kirstyes (UK)

Our website is playing up today but do look him up.
11:33 to: Angela Hook

Shannon - try the slider above in the audio box
11:42 to: Wardmans
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the sound here is allso sometimes gone
11:51 to: Helen OTUK

No sounds problems here
11:52 to: Angela Hook

it could be your internet connections
12:14 to: Shannon

a lot of background noise
12:34 to: Angela Hook

I think that is your end Shanon - try the audio wizard
12:38 to: Louisa Hasseldine

No problems here either.
12:39 to: Helen OTUK

none this end, sound clear
12:41 to: Angela Hook

tools/audio/audiowizard
13:10 to: Angela Hook

Hi Ashleigh
13:28 to: Sarah Bodell

Hello Caroline
13:33 to: Ashleigh 1

hello
17:43 to: Sarah Bodell

And they need funding...
17:55 to: Sarah Bodell

shameless begging (as opposed to self promotion)
17:56 to: kirstyes (UK)

Paul - Dr Paul Stevens - also editor of this journal - http://eje.wyrdwise.com/
18:08 to: kirstyes (UK)

Congratulations
18:36 to: Paul Bibby

Yes they do. Thanks for that Sarah. More about funding needs later!
18:47 to: Paul Bibby

Thanks for that Kirsty :)
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19:08 to: kirstyes (UK)

No problems
24:48 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

It pains me to do this, but I'm going to bow out of the #team24ot challenge in favour
of my physical health and in an attempt to maintain some semblance of occupational
balance. I'll be back in a coup
24:48 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

le hours!
25:16 to: kirstyes (UK)

Ok Clarissa - I think 14 1/2 hrs is a pretty good effort
25:23 to: kirstyes (UK)

Take care
26:10 to: kirstyes (UK)

Thank you
26:13 to: Angela Hook

thanks Andy
26:13 to: HH

thanks
26:17 to: Louisa Hasseldine

thanks
26:17 to: Emma Wlsby

:)
26:17 to: Wardmans

was that gap in speach really my internet problem?
26:32 to: Louisa Hasseldine

possibly - no problems here
26:41 to: Angela Hook

not clear what you mean Wardma?
26:42 to: Helen OTUK

take care Clarissa
26:46 to: Helen OTUK

see you later
27:00 to: Cathy O (UK)
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Have a good rest - Cliarissa :)
27:13 to: Clarissa (UK) - @clissa89

see you all later :)
27:19 to: Wardmans

i have to take a look at it! there was a gap, silence, in the talk.
27:25 to: Cathy O (UK)

*Clarissa!! I need a rest too - clearly!
27:28 to: Wardmans

as if there was nothing broadcasted
27:47 to: Angela Hook

oh dear - didn't happen for me :-(
27:48 to: Helen OTUK

No sound problems here
28:02 to: Cathy O (UK)

Miraculously all clear here too!
28:04 to: Shannon

will we given access to the powerpoint after this session
28:37 to: Angela Hook

The session is being recorded Shannon - we will be asking the presenters about
access to slides after the event and will let you know on our website
28:51 to: Shannon

thanks
29:28 to: Wardmans

apparently my university has a bad internet connection.
29:34 to: Angela Hook

:-(
33:50 to: kirstyes (UK)

Fingers crossed for the abstract and paper
34:44 to: Helen OTUK

back in a mo, dog walker arrived!
36:46 to: Angela Hook

Paul - see moderator chat
36:55 to: Helena Culshaw
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I have to go into Liverpool for a meeting :(, hope to rejoin later :).
37:46 to: JenOT #2

The sensory side of this is quite interesting to- using it as a legitimate proprioceptive
activitiy for adolescents and adults which can be difficult to find :P
38:04 to: kirstyes (UK)

Any Big Lottery funding still out there?
38:31 to: kirstyes (UK)

Oh Shame ;o(
39:01 to: Samar Hassani

would ecotherapy be helpful for people with psychotic conditions (i.e schzophrinia)
39:47 to: HH

I missed the start, did you use any particular intervention models?
39:49 to: Emma Wlsby

What about autism..... no?
40:04 to: JenOT #2

Did you find any difficulties with stigma and if you did, did you find that people
reacted differently to people with diffierent diagnosis? (e.g. servere and enduring vs
mood disorders)
40:12 to: kirstyes (UK)

I think tying it into specific research - would that allow you to access research
funding - sorry if you've already tried that. I'm still knew to finding out about funding
42:00 to: HH

Yes OT intervention models like cognitive-behavioural, compensatory/rehabilitative,
psychodynamic etc
42:03 to: Emma Wlsby

could you include them in our projects?
42:05 to: Emma Wlsby

hank you
45:50 to: Helen OTUK

Thanks
45:57 to: kirstyes (UK)

Good point
46:40 to: Cat Farmer (Geelong Australia)

Cheers for the session guys, worth waking up at 2am for!
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46:42 to: Emma Wlsby

Thank you, keep up the amazing wok!!
46:46 to: Emma Wlsby

work*
47:15 to: Samar Hassani

thank you so much, great project!
47:30 to: Louisa Hasseldine

Thanks guys, great work :)
47:45 to: Anna Milser #2

Thank you - very interesting for me. Would love to get involved in something like
this.
48:56 to: Paul Bibby

Hi HH, the project didn't follow any specific OT models of practice, not having any
initial input from an occupational therapist
49:43 to: kirstyes (UK)

Thank you so much
49:52 to: Wardmans

thanks and good luck!
50:08 to: Shannon

Thanks all
50:12 to: Paul Bibby

Thanks Kirsty for the suggestion re funding via research; we're looking in to that too
:)
50:38 to: kirstyes (UK)

Great - no problems - hope getting in touch with Paul will help too.
50:39 to: Angela Hook

http://tinyurl.com/ot24vx2012-17
50:44 to: Sarah Bodell

Thanks all
51:04 to: kirstyes (UK)

Thanks Sarah and Angela
51:05 to: maari

Thanks
51:14 to: Paul Bibby
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Thanks everyone...
51:16 to: Naomi

Thank you
51:20 to: Paul Bibby

enjoy the rest of the conference

